2029 Propane Base Holder
with stabilizing base poles and stakes
RETAIN THESE INSTRUCTIONS FOR FUTURE REFERENCE

INSTRUCTION MANUAL

SET-UP

CAUTION

1. Insert the smaller end of the pole stabilizing leg into base by
twisting the pole back and forth until the base pole clip is aligned
with the small hole in the base pole receptor. The base pole clip
should click when it is securely into the base pole receptor.

Read, understand and follow all instructions, warnings and cautions
on propane and propane appliance or Zodi Shower or Zodi Heater
during use. Zodi assumes no responsibility for improper use.

2. Continue by attaching the other three remaining base pole
stabilizing legs into the base pole receptors. Each leg’s base
pole clip should click when securely into the base.

DISSASSEMBLE

3. Secure the base to firm, stable ground using the 4 stakes by
inserting the stakes into the base stake holes that are below the
written instructions on the base near the edge of the base halfway between the stabilizing leg receptors. Once inserted, use an
appropriate stake driver to drive stakes into ground. Do not use
on surface that can be damaged by the tent stakes.
4. Position propane in a vertical position. If propane is too lose,
wrap the propane tank with tape before inserting into base.
5. Keep hoses loose as to not place stress on propane device to
prevent the device from tipping. In event propane device were
to tip, safely and immediately turn off propane device and refer
to Steps 3 and 4.

Carefully remove Propane from base when propane accessory
or Zodi Shower or heater is completely cool to touch. Always
follow warnings and cautions when storing propane and propane
accessories. Remove stakes from propane base by pulling on the
round stake eyelet. Use gloves for protection. Remove stabilizing
legs by pulling the leg away from the base. Store with your Zodi
Shower, Zodi Heater or other propane component.
TECH SUPPORT
If you are having a problem with your Zodi™ Propane Base please
do not return it to the store. First, confirm you have the base, 4
stabilizing legs and 4 tent stakes and attempt to assemble the
Propane base again.
If still unable to assemble properly, call Zodi™ at 800-589-2849.
Most problems can be corrected over the phone.

Assembled in China. Designed in Park City Utah USA.

ZODI™ UPGRADES
Hot Tap™ Shower

i.HUT™

Enjoy portable hot
showers instantly with
the Zodi Zip Instant Hot
Shower. Works with any
water source.

Our best selling
on-demand water
heater and hot shower.
Enjoy unlimited hot
water in seconds.

Enjoy this self-supporting
privacy shelter anywhere.
Almost 4 feet wide per
side. Includes oversized
detachable floor.
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